Coomber

Supplementary Instructions: 2070/UHF
Radio Microphone model

Using Coomber 1812 Lapel or 1813 Headband radio
microphones and 1986 Bodypack Transmitter
1

The lapel and headband microphones both use a bodypack in which a
transmitter is fitted. Begin by connecting the microphone and aerial
provided in the kit to the bodypack.
1. Raise both aerials vertically (shown below left).
2. Switch on the microphone at the bodypack. A red indicator light
will glow to indicate that the transmitter is operating correctly.
If the light does not glow, check the condition of the bodypack
battery and replace if necessary.
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3. Depress the radio mic switch (12) on the top panel. A green
indicator (13) will glow to confirm that the radio receiver is
operating. Use the microphone and adjust volume to suit using the
input volume switch (6).

Avoiding Feedback

2070/UHF
The 2070/UHF model incorporates an internal receiver for use with
handheld, lapel or headband type wireless microphones operating on
a fixed frequency. In all other respects operation of this equipment is
exactly the same as on the 2070 model.
“Hard wired” microphones (using a 6.3mm jack plug) such as the
Coomber 1918 or 1808 models, may be used in conjunction with the
radio microphone.
Alternatively, further radio microphone systems such as the Coomber
Diversity systems can also be used alongside the integral radio
microphone provided that they are of a different frequency. Please
feel free to phone for advice if required.

Please refer to the 2070 Operating Instructions for guidance on how to
combat potential feedback problems.

Interference: Good Practice
It is always possible to pick up interference from nearby radio
transmitters while the radio microphone receiver is switched on but
unused - especially if the radio mic itself is switched off. It is therefore
good practice to switch off the radio microphone receiver (12), if the
radio mic is not being used.

!! Error

1. Raise both aerials vertically (shown right).

During production our graphic designer made an error while creating
the artwork for the top panel. The socket shown in the diagram
marked !! has been incorrectly labelled. The words “External only” and
“External and Internal” have been added the wrong way round.

2. Switch on the microphone using the
switch fitted in the base. A red indicator
light will glow to indicate that the
microphone is operating correctly.

Please be assured that no damage can ensue from connecting the
correct type of speaker (our 411 or 415 models), only that operation
will not be as desired unless the plug is re-positioned. Our apologies
for any inconvenience this may cause.

Using the Coomber 1810 Handheld radio microphone

If the light does not glow, check the
condition of the microphone battery
and replace if necessary.
3. Depress the radio mic switch (12) on the top
panel. A green indicator (13) will glow to
confirm that the radio receiver is operating. Use
the microphone and adjust volume to suit using
the input volume switch (6).
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